Indexes
☞Most of these indexes require subscriptions.

Check your local libraries to get access.

Dissertation Abstracts: A: Humanities & Social Sciences - On-line & hard-copy
Indexes masters and doctoral theses, which are often unpublished.
Digital Dissertations & Theses - On-line - Indexes graduate dissertations from over 1,000
North American, and selected European, graduate schools and universities. Dissertations
published since 1980, and master's theses since 1988, include brief abstracts written by the
authors.
Historical Abstracts Part A: Modern History Abstracts, 1450-1914. - On-line & hard-copy Indexes over 2,000 journals, as well as historical book reviews and dissertations, published
worldwide about all aspects of world history (excluding US and Canada) from 1450 to the
present.
Humanities Index & Social Sciences Index - On-line & hard-copy - Citations to more than 1.3
million articles in over 1,200 periodicals in scholarly journals published throughout the 20th
century in North America and Europe.
ITER - Gateway to the Renaissance - On-line only - Indexes over 300 journal titles to create a
bibliography of articles, essays, books and reviews related to the Middle Ages and the
Renaissance (400-1700). Includes a number of databases useful to the fields of classical,
medieval, and Renaissance studies such as Iter Italicum, a catalog of Renaissance
humanistic manuscripts found in libraries and collections around the world.
Social Sciences Citation Index (1970-present)
The Social Sciences Citation Index provides access to current and retrospective
bibliographic information, author abstracts, and cited references found in over 1,700 of the
world's leading scholarly social sciences journals covering more than 50 disciplines. They
also cover individually selected, relevant items from approximately 3,300 of the world's
leading science and technology journals.
Arts & Humanities Citation Index (1975-present)
The Arts & Humanities Citation Index provides access to current and retrospective
bibliographic information and cited references found in nearly 1,130 of the world's leading
arts & humanities journals. They also cover individually selected, relevant items from
approximately 7,000 of the world's leading science and social sciences journals.
Royal Historical Society
Writings on British History - 1901 to 1974
Annual Bibliography of British and Irish History - 1975 to 2002
superseded by free on-line version: Royal Historical Society Bibliography
Updated three times a year; has over 427,000 entries. Indexes over 590 journal titles and
some books.
http://www.rhs.ac.uk/bibl/bibwel.asp
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